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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: VDM Verlag Dr. Müller | Differentiation Factors and their Role in
Olfactory Neurogenesis | In the past decade the dogma that we are born with acertain number of
nerve cells and that the brain isincapable of generating new neurons and renewingitself has been
proven incorrect. There is a renewalprocess in the adult brain, called neurogenesis,facilitated by
the presence of neuronal stem cells.The capacity of olfactory receptor neurons toregenerate from a
pool of multipotent stem cellshighlights the olfactory neuroepithelium as animportant source of
adult neuronal stem cells. Theolfactory stem cell has the undeniable advantage thatit can be easily
used for autologous transplantationto avoid graft versus host reactions. Once this isachieved new
promising therapeutic venues for thetreatment of various neurological diseases can be putinto
practice.While the regenerative capacity of the olfactoryneuroepithelium has been well studied less
is knownabout the molecular events controlling adultolfactory stem cell activity. Therefore this
book sheds light on the isolation andcharacterisation of adult olfactory stem cells aswell as
molecular mechanisms involved in olfactorystem cell proliferation and differentiation. | Format:
Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 92 pp.
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A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gustave Moore-- Gustave Moore

Good e-book and beneficial one. I was able to comprehended everything out of this published e pdf. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mariana Schaden II-- Mariana Schaden II
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